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Executive Summary

• Woody biomass syngas to Renewable Natural Gas (RNG) or Combined Heat 
and Power (CHP) is a developing technology with promise, but is expensive

• The best available gasification + methanation pathways have higher 
production costs than conventional energy because of technology challenges
and lack of a modern fuel supply chain

• Waste-to-RNG has much better economics and commercial applications

• Alternate pathways for woody biomass to reduce Oil Sands SAGD site GHG’s 
should also be considered, including biomass heating, bio-hydrogen, and 
bio-diluents

• Preferred shortlist of leading technology vendors for Alberta conditions 
include Valmet, ECN, and Cortus Energy

• To realize this pathway, pilot and pre-feasibility efforts should be developed 
in concert with a commercial scenario and commercialization strategy which 
is on the order of 10 years and > $600 million dollars.  Other pathways are 
likely preferred. 

• Further R&D, program support, alternate pathways, and policy adjustments 
are recommended to support woody biomass to energy and GHG reductions 
as noted in this presentation and full report

26 July 2016 2SAGD = steam assisted gravity drainage.  GHG = greenhouse gases



Background

• Canada’s oil sands industry is an important contributor to the Canadian 
economy and a significant consumer of natural gas.

• Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions intensity of oil sands extraction and 
upgrading is a major concern

• Bioenergy derived from forest biomass has less embodied GHG emissions 
than comparative fossil-fuels when sustainable harvest practices are utilized. 
This provides an opportunity for the energy sector to blend forest-derived 
bioenergy with fossil fuels for improved GHG emissions performance while 
providing investment and employment opportunities in the forestry sector. 

• Two of the pathways of interest by NRCan for forest-based bioenergy 
projects are the generation of renewable natural gas (bio-RNG) or combined 
heat-and-power (bio-CHP) applications and for injection into existing natural 
gas pipelines. This study is to provide further technical and economic 
investigation to accurately identify opportunities and accelerate 
commercialization of these technologies, and provide policy 
recommendations. 
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Objectives

1. Survey bio-syngas and bio-RNG conversion technologies and their 
suppliers to determine a shortlist of preferred options suitable for Alberta 
conditions 

2. Conduct techno-economic analysis for conversion facilities that produce 
a. Bio-syngas to fuel a CHP system at a prospective oil sands steam assisted gravity 
drainage site (SAGD) 
b. Bio-RNG for injection into the natural gas pipeline network 

3. Identification of the preferred options for pilot scale testing and 
prefeasibility study 

4. Identification of key sources of uncertainty for evaluation during pilot 
scale testing and prefeasibility 

5. Alternative pathways for comparison can be included to provide context 

6. Some understanding of woody biomass gasification technology and bio-
RNG for other potential applications 

7. Recommendations to policy improvements to support the pathways 

8. Identify technical issues to create bio-RNG from woody biomass for input 
into R&D efforts
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Technology pathways
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Main pathway for wood to RNG is 
gasification

Alternate pathways for wood is to 
make higher value liquid bio-
products



Woody biomass syngas RNG is complex with 
many technology challenges
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There are many technology challenges

Current technology is complex with 
many reactors

Well-funded, large scale (20 MW) demo 
projects have often experienced many 
problems and low availability.  Technology 
maturity is still low.

Woody biomass characteristics
vary and are difficult to convert



RNG Cost with Current Technology
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$ CAD

Woody biomass-to-RNG currently has higher cost fuel and conversion technology
Waste-to-RNG has lower cost fuel and conversion technology
Natural gas currently has a $2/GJ wholesale cost in Alberta



Woody biomass RNG Costs/GJ under 
Alberta Conditions 
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Current technology scenarios and current Alberta conditions are higher in cost
Promising scenarios exist with further development of technology and policy



Oil Sands SAGD requirements

• Case study: Suncor Fort McKay
• 37,500 barrels/day

• 1000 psig (69 barg) steam, 290oC saturation temperature

• 12.5 MW electrical power consumption

• 348 MW steam consumption (400,000,000 kg/month)

• Steam to Electric Power Consumption Ratio = 28
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High amount of steam



North American pipeline specification
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• No sand, dust, oils, gums, tars, etc. 
that can damage pipelines or 
downstream equipment or impede 
transmission and distribution 

• No liquid water 

• No liquid hydrocarbons and a 
hydrocarbon dewpoint not more 
than -9oC 

• Temperature less than 54oC 

• No bacteria or pathogens 

• Heating value of at least 36.0 MJ 
per cubic meter 

• Minimum of 420 kPa, and can be as 
high as 4,100 kPa

Technically challenging specification for woody biomass, especially CH4, H2, H2O



RNG requirements for gas from gasification

• No Nitrogen
• Nitrogen dilutes the RNG

• Indirect gasification or oxygen/steam gasification

• Clean: no Tar, Sulfur, or Chlorines
• Catalyst lifetime

• Gas cleaning

• High pressure for methanation

• High methane content
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Preferred options for Alberta conditions 
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Valmet
• Full scale 10-200 MW
• Capable company
• Successful projects

Cortus Energy
• Promising technology
• Modular plant design
• Reasonable momentum

ECN
• Promising technology
• High efficiency
• Reasonable momentum

New Technology companies

Established large suppliers



Pilot and prefeasibility
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• Many technical risks
• A commercial scenario needs to be defined with significant changes to policy support 

and a modern fuel supply chain
• A commercialization strategy for a given technology pathway can then be defined.  

Typical strategies can be 10 years long and on the order of $600 million to fund one 
pathway.

• A pilot or prefeasibility effort can be defined within this strategy

Example of one 
technology pathway 
commercialization 
strategy



Woody biomass supply chain

• “What are the techno-economic pathways to get the Alberta woody biomass 
to a conversion facility for bio-RNG or bio-CHP?, and how much would the 
fuel cost?”

• A reliable, long term, convenient, and reasonable price woody biomass-to-
energy supply chain is critical to pathway success
• Supply chain must perform as well as conventional fuel infrastructure as 

electricity, natural gas, or gasoline

• “Chicken and egg” problem that faces all novel energy + fuel systems –
without fuel there is no conversion facility and without a conversion facility 
there is no fuel
• The automotive sector has to deal with this for electric vehicles, hydrogen fuel 

cell vehicles, and natural gas (CNG/LNG) vehicles

• Need a “system-of-systems” design of this supply chain, supported by all 
stakeholders, and be based on proper techno-economics and modern supply 
chain practices

• Federal and Provincial Governments should take leadership to “seed” the 
development of this strategy
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Policy recommendations

• R&D and Program support of:
• fuel flexible thermochemical conversion processes for waste to syngas and woody 

biomass to syngas

• thermochemical syngas systems that make it easy as possible for downstream 
methanation and gas conditioning

• Policy support must be long term to support 25 year plant investment 
decisions

• Support higher value bio-products such as fertilizer, hydrogen, diluents, or 
liquid biofuels.  This helps the bioenergy industry stay viable and develop 
common technology

• Lead woody biomass supply chain strategy development that to enable a 
fuel that is as reliable as electricity, gasoline, or natural gas.  The strategy 
should be system designed and use modern supply chain methods

• To help the Oil Sands, woody biomass-to-heat is a preferred pathway to 
support, as the total costs are lower, the technology is simple and practical, 
and the GHG intensity will be improved
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Further study recommendations

• More detailed engineering plant and cost studies of fuel flexible 
gasification systems that can process both waste (municipal solid 
waste, non-recycled plastics, and solid refuse fuel) and woody 
biomass to RNG.  These cost studies should be done in partnership 
with leading suppliers and perhaps under non-disclosure 
agreements.  The cost analysis should include the cost potential of a 
mature plant.  These studies can further inform industry and policy-
makers

• To help the oil sands: further techno-economic studies on alterative 
pathways such as biomass combustion to heat (steam) or biomass 
gasification to bio-hydrogen or bio-diluents.  These pathways may 
have better economics than bio-RNG/CHP and reduce GHG intensity

• To help bio-RNG: further techno-economic studies on waste-to-
energy such as from landfills, wastewater treatment plants, or 
anaerobic digesters
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Appendix
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Thermochemical Conversion
(mostly gasification)
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Many competing processes, all are complex, and are 
still being developed



Gasifier types
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Indirect vs. Direct Gasification
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Case study: Güssing Indirect Gasifier
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Case study: GoBiGas Indirect Gasifier
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Case study: MILENA and OLGA Processes
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From ECN, Energy Research Center of Netherlands

Matched system of unique gasifier and tar removal



MILENA vs. Güssing Gasifiers 
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MILENA Güssing



Case study: Carbona-Skive Direct Gasifier
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Can be adapted 
for RNG if oxygen 
blown.

Minimum gasifier 
size is 100 MW as 
oxygen plants are 
expensive at 
smaller scale



Case study: Cortus WoodRoll Process
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Combined drying, 
pyrolysis, and 
gasification process

Good syngas 
composition for RNG



Case study: Concord Blue process 
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Combined reformer, 
pyrolysis, and 
gasification process

Good syngas 
composition for RNG



Case study: G4 Insights
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Hydrogasification

Technology 
Readiness Level 
5 or 6

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technology_readiness_level


Tar removal
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Tar removal issues
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The “Achilles heel” of woody biomass gasification



Tar removal processes
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All these technologies are still in technology development or have 
some drawbacks.   More R&D is required for commercialization.



Haldor Topsoe catalytic tar reforming
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Tar is converted to useful syngas components

Used in Skive plant (600 monoliths) with stable operation for years and no signs of tar slip 
or ammonia slip.  Catalyst replacement about every 2 years.



ECN OLGA oil scrubbing tar removal
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Olivine tar removal
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Olivine is a robust gasification bed material that is catalytically active for 
hydrocarbon and tar reforming

Used on the Güssing plant for 60,000 hours

Used in GoBiGas plant, but they were unable to activate the olivine and 
the downstream product gas cooler was plugged within hours with tar

Cause of failure is not fully understood



Methanation
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Several competing processes, all are complex and are 
higher cost than the gasification subsystem



Haldor Topsoe TREMP methanation
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Approximately 80% of 
the energy in the feed 
gas is converted to 
methane in the gas with 
up to 98% methane

Also makes excess steam



PSI methanation process
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Paul Sherrer Institute 

Fluid bed technology

Low temperature 350oC 
so no soot

Combined shift and 
methanation reactor

Used in Güssing plant 
for RNG demonstration



Amec FW Vesta methanation process
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Conventional methanation

Amec FW Vesta process

Vesta process pilot plant 100 Nm3/hr

CO2 and water to control heat of 
reaction
• No recycle stream or recycle 

compressors
• No soot



Fuel feeding
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Fuel feeding

• Significant undertaking to store, dry, further comminution, and inject the 
fuel in the right way to the gasifier

• Woody biomass has significant variation in feedstock characteristics, such as 
moisture content, ash content, size, shape, surface morphology, etc.

• Gasifiers are complex reactors with many different zones of temperature, 
reaction, flow, circulating bed material, and geometries.  Gasifiers make 
many intermediate products, some desired and others not desired.

• Getting the right reactions, mass transport, mixing and interactions are 
critical
• As comparison, woody biomass injection to a gasifier is much more difficult than 

a natural gas injection into a burner

• The most capable suppliers like Valmet have had success.  Many suppliers fall 
short because of these technical challenges.
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Fuel feeding system
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140 MW woody biomass fuel feed system, Vaskiludon, Valmet

Size and scale of equipment is much bigger than a natural gas feed system



GoBiGas fuel feeding issues
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Alternate pathways RNG
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Waste-to-RNG

• Waste-to-energy RNG pathways are much more technically and 
economically feasible than woody biomass to RNG pathways.  The 
reasons are:
• The fuel is lower in cost 

• The fuel is collected

• Waste is eligible for offsets such as tipping fees

• Anaerobic digestion creates methane biologically.  Woody biomass 
has to be converted thermochemically to syngas, which then needs 
further conversion to methane, with cleaning, and gas separation

• MSW, NRP, and SRF can often be higher in energy density than woody 
biomass, and is often easier to thermochemically convert.
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Case study: Lachenaie Landfill, Montreal
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Progressive Wastes

104 MW RNG Landfill to pipeline 
injection

Commissioned 2015

Project cost $44 million

$6/GJ RNG production cost



Bio-RNG Pipeline interconnect costs
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Large plants are able to amortize interconnect costs more economically

Examples from two Landfill Bio-RNG Plants



Woody biomass syngas RNG
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“What are the best techno-economic pathways for bio-RNG, especially 
from woody biomass?”



Case Study: GoBiGas: benchmark woody 
biomass syngas RNG Plant
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Sweden

20 MW RNG from wood 
pellets

Demonstration plant

$255 million CAD 
($13,000/kW)

$70/GJ RNG

Many technical problems



GoBiGas news
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• Plans stopped for Phase 2: 100 MW RNG plant 
• Considering stopping operations of demo plant



GoBiGas flowsheet 
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High complexity and 
many reactors



GoBiGas cost breakdown ($USD)
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Syngas cleaning, methanation, and 
compression is 67% of process train cost



GoBiGas tars
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Worldwide woody biomass RNG plants
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• FICFB = Fast Internally Circulating Fluidized Bed
• MILENA = ECN brand name for their indirect gasifier technology
• WoodRoll = Cortus Energy brand name for their biomass-to-syngas technology

Few plants



Case study: Amec FW paper study
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Case study: Amec FW paper study
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• Will still be ~ $20/GJ SNG
• Too much biomass



Woody biomass syngas CHP
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“What are the best techno-economic pathways for bio-CHP, especially 
from woody biomass?”



Conventional CHP pathway at SAGD site

• Fort MacKay Oil Sands (Suncor)
• 172 MWe Natural Gas Fired Gas 

Turbine with Steam Bottoming Cycle

• 77% of steam in 2013, 100 bar

• ~12 MW consumed by SAGD plant, 
Excess electricity sold to grid

• Operating since 2004
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Case study: Nexterra gasification CHP 
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Nexterra business case in UK

• Two 10 MW electrical power plants from waste wood under 
construction in UK.  Tyseley and Welland.

• Each plant is $100 million CAD

• Waste wood is essentially free, as landfill costs in UK are $200/tonne

• Specific financial incentives for gasification plants to get the highest 
band of Renewables Obligation Certificates

• Sell electricity for 25 cents/kWh

• Very different economic and policy situation compared to Alberta
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renewables_Obligation


Case study: Skive woody biomass syngas CHP
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Denmark

20 MW biomass input from 
wood pellets

6 MW electrical power

Running since 2008

Project cost $37 million CAD

One of the few woody 
biomass syngas CHP plants 
running



Skive process diagram
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Skive availability
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Better than GoBiGas plant

Many technical issues in 
first three years

Availability 85% today

Now the best reference 
plant for woody biomass 
syngas CHP



District Heating is a main driver for CHP in EU
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Biomass supply
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Mapping Alberta Biomass to Oil Sands
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Reasonable woody 
biomass supply 
overlaps with much 
of the oil sands



Supply challenges
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Wood chip costs

Unsubsidized 

Operation Cost per green ton, $USD 

Harvesting $81 

Chipping $18 

Transportation $15 

Total $114 
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Subsidized 

Operation Cost per green ton, $USD 

Harvesting $0 

Chipping $18 

Transportation $15 

Total $33 

 

In many regions, forest management (harvesting) are often subsidized
• Unmerchantable material (limbs and tops) are transported with 

merchantable material
• Service contracts that require woody biomass to be removed from site

High cost variability with today’s supply chain structure
$114 USD/ton equates to $20/GJ CAD in the RNG just for the fuel



Current supply chain
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• High risk
• High costs
• Uncertain future
• Difficult to make high capital  

plant investment decisions



A preferred future
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Example: depot strategy
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Recommended approach (1)

• The approach to this woody biomass to energy supply chain 
development should use a system-of-systems design of a supply 
chain system that can be supported by all stakeholders and be based 
on proper techno-economics and modern supply chain practices. 

• The system-of-systems design of this supply chain will have to cross 
many organizational boundaries and satisfy many different 
stakeholders.   

• The sophistication of this woody biomass for energy supply chain 
system design will have many similarities to today’s electricity, gas, 
and gasoline fuel systems.  

• Both Federal and Provincial Governments would have to lead and 
work together on creating these market conditions as the 
jurisdictional and budgetary responsibility crosses both levels of 
Government.
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Recommended approach (2)

• There are good ideas and proposals within Canada’s forestry and energy 
industry, and there are many other regions with good practices and policies 
too, such as the “depot” strategy from the US Department of Energy (DOE) 
or many of the forest management practices in the EU.  

• The strongest woody biomass to energy industry is in Europe.

• Much of Canadian and Alberta current forest management practices center 
around sustainability and supporting the forest products industry.  Now that 
three further priorities are becoming important to both Canada and 
Alberta…
• carbon intensity of oil and gas production 
• carbon management of forests
• mitigation of forest fire risk in the context of climate change (2015 was the 

hottest year on record)

• …a revised strategy that includes the right policies to support a woody 
biomass supply chain for energy production in Alberta can be devised to 
balance all of the required and desired priorities.
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Techno-economic pathway analysis



Techno-economic pathway analysis
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• Techno-economic analysis of multiple pathways and scenarios have been 
modelled based on available technology and future “what-if” scenarios

• Further details are in the report.  Summarized results are in the executive 
summary in this presentation

Pathways

Energy and fuel analysis

Economic analysis



SAGD site yearly costs of energy
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Biomass RNG/CHP systems for the Oil Sands are higher cost than other pathways
Biomass heating looks promising, especially considering a price on carbon



Preferred vendors
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Preferred vendors for Alberta conditions

Leading full scale vendors with capability 
and successful project experience

Leading small scale technology providers with 
promising technology in pilot or 
demonstration phases

Valmet ECN

Amec Foster Wheeler Cortus Energy

ThyssenKrupp Concord Blue

Andritz Carbona
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Valmet has the best all-round full scale capability and a good track record of 
successful recent projects

ECN and Cortus Energy have promising technology and reasonable 
momentum



Alternate pathways
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Case study: biomass co-firing.  Vaskiludon project
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• Woody biomass co-firing retrofit one of the most successful 
applications of woody biomass gasification
• Utilize existing  boiler and clean up infrastructure

• Power plant change over as low as 6 weeks

• If there is a woody biomass supply disruption, the plant can keep operating

• Significant reduction in carbon footprint

• Efficiency of biomass-to electricity conversion goes from 25% to 40%

• Low cost.  Project was <€40 million for 140 MW, which is $428/kW CAD 
(compare to GoBiGas at $13,000/kW CAD)

• Overall gasifier worked well with 97% availability in the first year and 99% in 
the second year

Context: some 
successful low-cost 
applications of woody 
biomass gasification



Biomass co-firing: 
partial gasifier (140 MW), partial coal (560 MW)
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Vaskiludon plant process
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Vaskiludon supply chain
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Biomass co-firing can also help to develop overall woody biomass supply chain 
to create “flow” through the system



Alternate pathway biomass combustion to heat
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Bubbling fluidized boiler and circulating fluidized boilers in the 10 to 1200 MW thermal are 
available with hundreds of plants, typically at a pulp mill

Combustion efficiency is > 99% and boiler efficiency is > 90%, even with wet and low 
thermal energy woody biomass.  Emissions are low.

Costs/kW are higher than coal or natural gas plants, but when fuel is easily available (i.e. at 
a pulp mill) than they make economic sense.  

As an Alberta SAGD site uses lots of steam, this is could be a better pathway than biomass 
CHP

Valmet CYMIC 
Boiler



Alternate pathways: bio-hydrogen or bio-diluents

• Hydrogen and diluents are used in oil sands production, typically made from 
natural gas

• Hydrogen and diluents often have a higher economic value than electricity 
or heat (depends on region, application, market conditions, etc.)

• Bio-syngas to bio-hydrogen or bio-diluents may have a better business case 
than to electricity or CHP, so there is better alignment with industry for this 
pathway

• This is an alternate way to reduce the carbon intensity of the oil sands

• Further techno-economic study is recommended
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Policy recommendations
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To help woody biomass to RNG (1)

R&D and program support of:
• fuel flexible thermochemical systems that can process waste-to-syngas 

(MSW, NRP, SRF) and woody biomass-to-syngas.  In today’s environment, it is 
difficult for woody biomass fuel to compete with low cost natural gas and 
make a case for CHP or RNG plants.  Waste-to-CHP, waste-to-RNG, or waste-
to-bioproducts like liquid biofuels have easier business cases.  In the future, 
and assuming more mature, improved technology fuel flexible gasification 
systems, and a better differential of woody biomass prices as compared to 
fossil fuel prices (low/high vs. high/low), a stronger business case can be 
made for a woody biomass syngas RNG or CHP plant.

• thermochemical syngas systems that can make it as easy as possible on the 
downstream methanation and process gas conditioning systems for RNG.  
Syngas systems that are efficient, low in tars, low in nitrogen, high in 
methane, have the right H2 to CO ratios, etc. allow for less complex and 
lower cost syngas to RNG systems. 

• Rationale: 
• Waste-to-energy (including woody waste) has better economics
• R&D support of waste-to-energy pathways will help lower costs and improve 

maturity
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To help woody biomass to RNG (2)

Any policy support, such as incentives or other financial support, must 
have a long term commitment in the range of 15-25 years, which is the 
typical life of the plant or for the plant construction loan.  

• This term is much longer than the typical term of a government-in-
power.  

• There are many methods to provide this commitment, such as a 
grandfather clause that can be inherited by a following owner, or a 
loan guarantee, or a secure offtake guarantee, etc.  

• Rationale: 
• The woody biomass industry has been caught many times when a new 

government comes in and the supporting policy changes, the plant becomes 
uneconomic, and the owner goes bankrupt.  
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To help woody biomass to RNG (3)

Policy support should also support higher value bio-products, such as 
fertilizer, hydrogen, diluents, or liquid bio-fuels.  

• This will help develop the core woody biomass-to-syngas pathway. 
Industrial developers are interested in developing and 
commercializing technologies that can provide wide commercial 
application.  

• Rationale: 
• Higher value bio-products have better overall economics
• Most gasifier plants that have been successful have shifted from the 

originally intended feedstock and originally intended product throughout the 
plant life, as the plant assets can last on the order of 25 years, but the 
feedstock situation, market situation, and policy situation often changes 
significant enough within the plant life to justify changes.  

• Thermochemical technology that is flexible allows for handling these changes 
and still stay viable.
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To help woody biomass to RNG (4)

• Long term woody biomass supply chain strategy development.  
• A regional long term strategy, policy support, and guarantees are needed for 

private companies to mitigate the risk of woody biomass supply issues.  
Policy support can also help with changing the market from today’s situation 
of vertical integration to a regulated commodity market with consistent 
quality standards, depot buffers, etc. that lower total costs and risks to plant 
owners. 

• Rationale
• Woody biomass has to compete with fossil fuels, and in conventional fossil 

fueled plants, the fuel supply is basically guaranteed over the plant life.  Coal 
plants are built close to coal mines with large reserves, and natural gas plants 
are built on natural gas pipelines.  Woody biomass has the challenging 
history of supply shortfalls, interruptions, and dependencies on government 
policy (such as cut allocations) or forest product plant operation (so if a 
sawmill goes out of business then the woody biomass supply stops).  
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To help the Oil Sands

• Woody biomass-to-heat (steam) should be considered for policy and 
program support as a preferred pathway.  
• This type of plant would still provide energy at a higher cost than 

conventional fossil fuels (both fuel cost and plant cost), and would need to 
be subsidized on a long term basis.  

• From the private sector perspective, the above plant would also be evaluated 
from the risk of government policy change (i.e. subsidy goes away), the risk 
of woody biomass supply disruption, the risk of the price of fossil fueled 
energy staying low (and hence their competitors can produce at a lower cost 
of production).  

• Finding a solution to these different perspectives that can be supported by 
both Industry and Government will require policy changes.

• Rationale: 
• From a woody biomass-to-energy perspective, woody biomass-to-heat via 

combustion is lower in total costs than the wood to RNG/CHP pathway, is 
simple enough to be practical, and will reduce GHG intensity 
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